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NRC Questions

Larry:
Attached is our best effort compilation of the questions that the NRC staff raised at the January 28-29,
2003 meeting on the Gt-MHR preapplication review. A few staff comments are also documented in the
attachment. We will formally send the attached list to GA....probably sometime next week. To whom
should the letter be addressed?
Stu

CC:

Leslie Fields
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NRC Staff Questions and Comments
Raised During
NRC/GA Meeting on the GT-MHR Pre-Application Review
January 28-29, 2003
NRC Questions
Sheet 1-5:
How is the effectiveness of the GT-MHR Helium Purification System (HPS) considered in the
mechanistic source term analysis. Are there any source term related DDNs for the HPS. Does
GA consider the effectiveness of the HPS outside the scope of the staff's preapplication review
for the source term logic, etc.?
Sheet 1-6
Is indicated that, for standard particles, there are negligible particle failures during accidents.
This view appears be different from recent analyses of irradiation induced TRISO particle
failures. A contemporary view and analysis of TRISO particle test failures suggests that the
statistical variation of particle properties (e.g., thickness, tensile strength, modulus) can result in
a non-significant rate of operations-related failures. This is in addition to the failure rate from
defective particles. Explain the basis for assuming negligible particle failures for standard
particles.
What is the basis for assuming that as manufactured coating defects (e.g., missing buffer
layers) will be a primary cause of particle failures? It appears that such manufacturing defects
may be a vestige of historical US manufacturing experience. What is the basis for assuming
that an improved manufacturing process that GA intends to develop will continue to exhibit the
significant numbers of the types of particle defects of the sort assumed for the fission product
release models?
Sheet 1-11:
Is the reactor building volume a design-analysis consideration with respect to limiting oxygen
ingress
Sheet 1-13
Do the events shown on this page serve as the basis for framing the scope of the fission
product release mechanisms and hence the scope of the DDNs? For example are oxidation
events due to a double ended break in the cross connection vessel or reactivity addition events
due to control rod ejection accidents part of the licensing basis? How will sensitivity studies to
assesses the potential consequences of such event be carried out if fission product transport
property data events is not developed?
Sheet 2-3
What is the basis for knowing the extent of condensible radionuclides? Is it calculated? Can it
be verified by measurement during operation?
Sheet 2-4:
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To what extent are "non-dominant" radionuclides accounted for in the offsite dose calculation?
Sheet 2-7:
Are changes in the fuel kernel microstructure due to burnup explicitly accounted for in the
fission product release rate model and data needs ?. For example, does the diffusion
coefficient separately account for changes in kernel gas bubbles, grain size or is an effective
kernel diffusion coefficient versus burnup utilized?
Sheet 2-8
Why isn't burnup included among the "controlling parameters?" Why aren't pressure induced
failures considered?
Sheet 2-9
If a filter were provided to mitigate initial blowdown and longer term releases, what would be the
effect on reactor building radionuclide releases?
Sheet 2-21
There are potentially many different design, manufacture, operational and accident related
causes that contribute to exposed kernels. What is the basis for the basis that missing buffer
layers from manufacture will be the dominant cause of exposed kernels for fuel that has yet to
be manufactured and tested and examined for causes particle failures?
Sheet 2-15
Fuel performance is evaluated against Part 100 (50.34) and the EPA PAG. However, GA
refers to the PAG as a "utility/user requirement." Does GA expect that the PAG dose level
would also become part of the facility licensing basis?
Sheet 2-30
NUREG-1 338, Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report for the MHTGR and selected supporting
technical evaluation reports and letter reports included statements on DDN-related needs with
respect to the MHTGR source term analysis. Were all of these comments addressed in the
DDN assessment for the GT-MHR source term? Explain.
Sheet 2-31
The NRC is in the process of completing a Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT)
for fuel integrity and fuel fission product transport. The NRC PIRT addresses the factors in the
areas of design, manufacture, operations and accidents effecting fuel integrity and fuel fission
product transport. For each of these areas the PIRT identifies the specific individual factors
associated with the kernel, each particle layer, the fuel matrix and nuclear graphite effecting fuel
integrity and fuel fission product transport. Was a PIRT conducted for the GT-MHR fission
product transport analysis? If not, explain the basis used for identifying the important factors in
the GT-MHR fission product transport and for identifying the related DDNs.
Sheet 2-31
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The logic/approach appears to take credit for each and every significant barrier/hold-up/delay
associated with the transport of fission products between the fuel kernel and the site boundary.
Explain how the principle of "defense in depth" for fission product barriers relates to the
proposed logic/approach to defining fuel requirements.
Sheet 3-5
Are the codes (e.g., SORS) and methods that will be used for the GT-MHR fuel performance
(integrity) and fission product transport analysis the same (with improvements) as those that
were developed for the MHTGR?
Sheet 3-6
Will the fertile particle be U0 2 or UCO? Explain?
Sheet 3-9
Are the mechanistic models for calculating fuel performance (integrity) and fuel fission product
transport based on basic engineering principles (e g., stress/strain analysis) or empirical
correlations or both? Explain.
Sheet 3-10
Is it expected that the fuel development program will succeed in fuel quality and performance
objectives being achieved predominantly or completely through the specification of product
(e.g , material property) requirements, or is it expected that significant number of fuel process
requirements will need to be included to achieve these objectives? Explain.
Sheet 3-13
Why is kernel microstructure (e.g., grain size, pore structure, grain orientation, phase
homogeneity not included as an important property?
Sheet 3-17-19
Why are missing IPyC, SiC, OPyC not considered important properties while a missing buffer
layer is considered an important property?
Sheet 3-12
German experience with different matrix materials shows that the source of the matrix materials
can alter the diffusion coefficient by an order of magnitude. Why isn't the source of the raw
materials for making the compact considered important properties?
Sheet 3-38:
Will GA be integrating the SPC (statistical process control) program with the outgoing fuel
acceptance testing program or will the programs be completely separate? If so, in what way?
Sheet 4-4:
What data source will be used to assess the effects of postulated reactivity events (rapid and
large energy depositions) and air ingress events (extended oxidation) beyond the design basis?
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Sheet 4-12:
Which properties (e.g., conductivity, strength, elastic modulus, creep coefficients) will rely on
existing properties data and which properties will involve DDNs? What is the criteria for using
existing data for the fuel design and fuel performance analysis models? Sensitivity studies?
PIRT? Variations seen in the historical properties data bases?
Sheet 4-19:
Describe /define what is meant by the statement that "design methods used to predict fuel
failure during normal operation are accurate to a factor of 4."
Sheet 4-22:
Will the irradiation capsule monitoring instrumentation be able to detect individual particle
failures as they occur? Explain.
Sheet 4-23:
What are the units for fission gas release?
Sheet: 4-26
The higher particle powers, temperatures, fast fluxes over the much shorter times associated
with an accelerated irradiation may bias against potential particle degradation and failure
mechanisms (e.g., time-dependent fission product reactions with the SiC) that might otherwise
be revealed in a real time irradiation. Will the test conditions involve some "real-time"
irradiations as well as "accelerated" irradiations?
Sheet 5-4
Can the GA codes and methods descriptions be made available to the NRC to assist the NRC
staff in obtaining additional insights that would be useful to the NRC staff in developing its
infrastructure of independent NRC HTGR fuel performance and fission product transport
analysis tools (Not for review). Are they publicly available?
It is our understanding that the codes that GA intends to use for the source term analysis were
originally developed decades ago when computing power was far less than it is today. Other
than data improvements, what has been done to improve the prediction capability of these
codes to take advantage of the vastly improved computer processing capabilities in the last
several decades?
Do the codes provide best estimate or conservative predictions. If the codes are best estimate,
what is the basis for using a best estimate calculation for a design basis (safety) analysis? How
do you account for uncertainties and design margins Have the best estimate codes been
validated?
When performing tests associated with silicon carbide coating are you trying to determine how
the fuel won't fail. (S. Rubin)
Sheet 5-16:
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Does GA plan to use any of the existing data? What is the effect of UCO versus U0 2 on the
applicability of the existing data base. How does GA plan to deduce from a mixed (U0 2 and
UCO) data base, fission gas release specifically for UCO fuel?
Sheet 5-17:
For HFR B1, did R/B data get collected at different burnups to account for the effects of
changed kernel micro-structure at increased burnup?
Sheet 5-19
Will the SiC layer diffusion properties in the GT-MHR fuel particle be adjusted by manufacturing
processes so as to lower the Ag diffusivity or will the SiC layer diffusion properties be a
byproduct of the design and manufacturing efforts to optimize the in-service SiC layer strength
and performance integrity?
Is irradiation testing conducted under thermal gradient conditions for C.07.03.03 FP Effective
Diffusivities in Particle Coatings? Explain.
Sheet 5-22
German experience with different matrix feed sources showed that the diffusivity for metals can
change by an order of magnitude depending on the petroleum pitch. Will the matrix diffusivity
data be revisited and revised if and when new feed sources are needed.?
Will GA use the (e.g., Japanese) H451 fine grain graphite, feed sources and attendant diffusion,
sorption data base? Explain.
Sheet 5-25
With respect to the need for RN deposition characteristics, is that an occupational dose issue
Sheet 5-27
Can control rod motion within the prismatic graphite blocks be a source of dust in the GT-MHR
design?
Sheet 5-27
Will re-entrainment DDNs include helium fluid velocity conditions representative of a double
ended break in the horizontal cross connect vessel? If not, what re-entrainment data base(s)
will be used for conducting sensitivity studies of the effects of larger GT-MHR breaks on offsite
dose?

Sheet 5-32
Will the SURVEY and SORS models be revised to reflect the validation failure data specific to
the GT-MHR design?
Sheet 5-34
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How will you know the failure fraction?
Sheet 5-34
Does GA plan to utilize a cooperative research agreement with JAERI (HTTR) or participate in
an IAEA coordinated research project (CRP) to obtain HTGR fission product release
measurements for use in bench marking or validating GA's fission product transport models,
codes and methods?
A factor 4 or 10 has been targeted for the accuracies of all models, codes. How will these
factors be used in the integrated methods? How will these accuracies be propagated to get to a
95% confidence statement?
NRC Comments
The examples shown during the presentations utilize 10 CFR 100 and EPA protective action
guidelines (PAGs). The Pags and 10 CFR 100 have changed since the examples were
developed. For example, per 10 CFR50.34 Ga would need to show that 25 rem TEDE at the
EAB/LBZ and 5 rem TEDE for the control room. The EPA PAG is now 1 rem TEDE. Also the
Criteria in Part 100/50.34 are predicated on providing reference values appropriate for a major
accident involving core melt with substantial fission product release. The staff currently expects
non-core melt events to result in doses that are fraction of Part 100.
We understand that GA intends to use a 95% confidence level based on manufacturing
tolerances, core design parameters, accident behavior and other factors. While it may require
only a few hundred samples to know the 50& level with confidence many more samples are
required at the 95% confidence level even for well behaved distributions. As part of an actual
application the staff would expect that it sample size and distributions will be addressed and
justified in the analysis and application of the data.
Also, NUREG/CR 5249 cutlines the CSAU methodology and provides insight into NRC's
approach to uncertainty analysis.
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